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**Very Little Cinderella 2015**

Cinderella is a precocious toddler who is upset when her ugly sisters are off to a party without her but her babysitter, a fairy godmother, comes to her rescue and takes her to the ball in a blue dress.

**The Very Little but Very Powerful Book on Closing 2015-12-07**

A leading authority on sales and customer service reveals how to close the deal on your terms. This powerful book shows you new perspectives on closing that builds relationships, creates partnerships, and allows you to win your price on your terms. The very little but very powerful book on closing is a great tool to help you ask effective closing questions, create urgency, and find your winning formula. With this book as your guide, you'll master closing the sale in just five steps packed with insights grounded in real-world experience from the bestselling author of the sales bible and the little book of leadership. This book contains essential advice from the leading authority in sales and customer service, teaching you how to ask the right questions to close the sale.

**A Child's Book of Country Stories 1925**

Whenever we read, think, hear, or say anything about God, we are doing theology. Yet theology isn't just a matter of what we think it affects who we are in the tradition of Helmut Thielicke's a little exercise for young theologians. Kelly Kapic offers a concise introduction to the study of theology for newcomers to the field. He highlights the value and importance of theological study and explains its unique nature as a serious discipline not only concerned with content and method. Kapic explores the skills, attitudes, and spiritual practices needed by those who take up the discipline. This brief, clear, and lively primer draws out the relevance of theology for Christian life, worship, mission, and witness, and more. Kapic writes, "Theology is not a conversation our souls can afford to avoid."

**A Little Book for New Theologians 2012-07-05**

A little book with a big goal. This book aims to give kids the building blocks to develop strong principles of care, empathy, and community because you're never too young to make a difference.

**A Little Book about Activism 2021-08-03**

Little Red Riding Hood is a precocious toddler who fearlessly hugs the Big Bad Wolf turning him into a confused ally during an exhausting afternoon of tea parties, dancing, and games of hide and seek at Grandma's house.

**Very Little Red Riding Hood 2014**

In a classic storyteller's voice, Newbery Honor recipient Marion Dane Bauer tells a tale of friendship, family, and fitting in that recalls the doll people.
rumor godden and hitty her first hundred years rose is a wild child she doesn t care what her mother or teacher or schoolmates say she does what she wants when she finds a delicate china doll in the attic she takes it then the doll comes to life in her hand she s loud obnoxious selfishly bossy and claims that she s a princess and rose is her servant but she s also tiny and fragile she needs rose to keep her safe and maybe rose needs princess regina too

**The Very Little Princess: Rose's Story 2011-08-23**

cozy up with adorable baby sloths in this irresistible photographic picture book hang around just like a sloth and get to know the delightful residents of the avarios sloth sanctuary in costa rica the world s largest sloth orphanage you ll fall in love with bad boy mateo ooh and ahh over baby biscuit and want to wrap your arms around champion cuddle buddy ubu from british filmmaker and sloth expert lucy cooke comes a hilarious heart melting photographic picture book starring the laziest and one of the cutest animals on the planet

**A Little Book of Sloth 2013-03-05**

tony rothman offers a primer on the science of the big bang and the questions we still can t answer about the origins of the universe enlisting thoughtful analogies and a step by step approach rothman guides readers through dark matter dark energy quantum gravity and other topics at and beyond the cutting edge of cosmology

**A Little Book about the Big Bang 2022-03**

new york times bestseller a stunning portrait of the enduring grace of friendship npr about the families we are born into and those that we make for ourselves a masterful depiction of love in the twenty first century national book award finalist man booker prize finalist winner of the kirkus prize a little life follows four college classmates broke adrift and buoyed only by their friendship and ambition as they move to new york in search of fame and fortune while their relationships which are tinged by addiction success and pride deepen over the decades the men are held together by their devotion to the brilliant enigmatic jude a man scarred by an unspeakable childhood trauma a hymn to brotherly bonds and a masterful depiction of love in the twenty first century hanya yanagihara s stunning novel is about the families we are born into and those that we make for ourselves look for hanya yanagihara s latest bestselling novel to paradise

**A Little Life 2016-01-26**

what is culture it s your traditions the food you eat the music you listen to the stories you re told culture can be found in everything and the best part everybody s culture is unique

**A Little Book about Culture 2022-03-04**

embark on a delightful literary journey through the picturesque landscapes of france with henry james in a little tour in france this charming
travelogue penned by the acclaimed american author invites readers to join james on his meandering exploration of the french countryside as he strolls through quaint villages and historic towns james s keen observations and eloquent prose paint a vivid picture of the people culture and architecture that define each locale a little tour in france is more than a travel narrative it s an intimate encounter with the essence of france where every page unfolds a new facet of the country s allure join james as he captures the romance and character of france in this timeless literary journey offering readers a delightful sojourn through the heart of one of the world s most enchanting nations

**A Little Tour In France 2024-01-15**

are you new to a board and have no idea what s expected of you do you know what a board s six key responsibilities are do you know what your relationship with the executive director should be if not this book is for you so many board members especially of small nonprofits want to support a nonprofit and readily accept the invitation to join the board it s only then that they discover they are in over their heads with no idea of their expectations and responsibilities the little book of boards is here to throw that drowning board member a rope told with a conversational style this book will lead you through the basics of being on a board how meetings work and what s expected between meetings in addition at the back of the book are several in depth resources for understanding roberts rules of order bylaws committee structures board leadership and much more perfect for any new board member or for an entire board that is feeling lost this book and its common sense approach will serve you every year you are on the board

**The Little Book of Boards 2015-02-10**

rigid heddle weaving is simple to learn is easy to master and offers a lifetime of possibilities to discover inventive weaving on a little loom covers everything rigid heddle weavers need to know about the craft from the basics how to select a loom set it up and get started to a wide variety of fun techniques that yield beautiful results begin by exploring a variety of weave structures including finger manipulated laces tapestry and color play with stripes plaids and multicolor yarns then move on to more complex designs and irresistible projects from pillows and curtains to bags shawls and even jewelry explore warp face patterning weft pile weaving weaving with fine threads woven shibori shadow weave and the textural effects you can create with different yarns and with wire and conductive thread everything you need to know is here with fully illustrated step by step instructions to ensure success

**Inventive Weaving on a Little Loom 2015-11-14**

if love is in the cards then somebody stacked the deck los angeles radio dj beryl berry lambert whose name means luck doesn t much believe in it although thanks to her dear old gambling dad she s a bit superstitious certain that everything happens for a reason she keeps a four leaf clover in her wallet never takes off her horseshoe necklace and won t tempt fate by walking under a ladder or opening an umbrella indoors ever when it comes to love though she could use a little luck two disastrous relationships back to back can mean only one thing to a woman who knows that everything good or bad happens in threes a third mr wrong is imminent but fellow dj ryan riley goes against the odds their on air battle of the sexes is a hit for the station and sparks some serious heat after hours ryan is funny and sexy and he thinks berry s quirkiness is cute is their romance doomed by the numbers or is a girl who leaves nothing to chance finally ready to gamble caprice crane s witty winsome novel about the game of modern romance proves that with a little luck and the right stakes everybody wins bonus this edition contains an excerpt from caprice crane s
**With a Little Luck 2011-07-26**

do you have a burgeoning junior chef in your life are you trying to avoid the processed ingredients that a lot of modern cookbooks for kids emphasize if so this back to basics introduction to cooking might be just what you need packed with classic simple recipes that don t skimp on taste a little cook book for a little girl is the perfect way to get kids engaged in the kitchen

**A Little Cook Book for a Little Girl 2022-01-24**

michael mccarty s a little help from my fiends truly shines his collection of short stories is a lovingly created watered with blood and harvested at the peak of ripeness kind of work the approach to the collection is so fresh that were it a steak you would note still a bit of warmth and even a faint pulse you see each story in this collection is co authored with another excellent storyteller mark mclaughlin terrie leigh relf and dave miller to name a few make appearances each short story is prefixed with a few words that identify the co author point to an interesting tidbit of the tale s creation and never fail to show mccarty lauding the co author while remaining modestly in the background sylvia cochran

**With a Little Help from My Fiends 2014-09-05**

sweet with a little heat short story collection features five individually published sweet ish short stories novelettes he was the one then he dumped me now three years later he wants a second chance he s crazy if he thinks he s going to win over the heart he broke before right second chance boy is a college romance chick lit short story 12 100 words a sweeter version of this title is under the pen name kate russell honor is pregnant and her ex boyfriend is mia but she s going to track him down and tell him tonight if it s the last thing she does oh and then she s going to tell her conservative christian family about the baby no biggie right his expectant ex is a contemporary romance women s fiction short story 7 100 words a sweeter version of this title is published under the pen name kate russell penny martin s college freshman year is starting off on the wrong foot she hates her passive aggressive roommate thinks her spanish professor should be committed and meets her arch nemesis surfer boy but is surfer boy more than he seems penny s about to find out love will find you is a new adult romance short story 12 300 words a sweeter version of this story is published under the title penny by kate russell i wasn t thrilled when my mother told me she was getting married again it wasn t until i met future husband 5 that i also met his son riley got my attention that s for sure is it a mistake that we re going out or are we on our way to forever me and mr jones is a contemporary romance short story 7 400 words a sweeter version of this title is published under the pen name kate russell when i was 16 i was in love with my best friend s older brother and i do mean older he kissed the fire out of me but then let me go now 8 years later he s interested if i give him another chance will he break my heart again or will i get my happily ever after choosing you again is a romantic comedy chick lit novella 18 200 words a sweet version of this title is published under the pen name kate russell keywords contemporary romance new adult romance college romance chick lit romantic comedy second chance enemies to lovers opposites attract friends to lovers baby
**Sweet With a Little Heat Short Story Collection (chick lit, contemporary romance, new adult romance) 2022-09-04**

digicat publishing presents to you this special edition of a little girl in old salem by amanda m douglas digicat publishing considers every written word to be a legacy of humankind every digicat book has been carefully reproduced for republishing in a new modern format the books are available in print as well as ebooks digicat hopes you will treat this work with the acknowledgment and passion it deserves as a classic of world literature

**A Little Girl in Old Salem 1898**

well i shall call her dorothy i m neither greek nor latin nor a college professor there s no law against my being sensible fursiseeÑwhich really meant far as i see and the idea of appointing winthrop adams her guardian i did think second cousin charles had more sense winthrop thinks of nothing but books and going back to the creation of the world just as if the lord couldn t have made things straight in the beginning without his help i dare say he will find out what language they talked before the dispersion of babel people are growing so wise nowadays turning the bible inside out and she gave her characteristic sniff i ll have another cup of tea elizabeth now that we re through with the war and settled solid like with a president at the helm we can look forward to something permanent and comfort ourselves that it was worth trying for still i ve often thought of that awful waste of tea in boston harbor seems as though they might have done something else with it tea will keep a good long while and all that wretched stuff we used to drink and call it liberty tea aunt priscilla never quite knew where she belonged she had come over with the puritans at least her ancestors had but then there had been a title in the english branch and though she scoffed a little she had great respect for royalty and secretly regretted they had not called the head of the government by a more dignified appellation than president her mother had been a church of england member but rather austere mr adams believed that wives were to submit themselves to their husbands in matters of belief as well as aught else then priscilla adams at the age of nineteen had wedded the man of her father s choice hatfield perkins who was a stanch upholder of the puritan faith priscilla would have enjoyed a little foolish love making and she had a carnal hankering for fine gowns and oh how she did long to dance in her youth when she was slim and light footed

**A Little Girl in Old Boston 2016-02-01**

a little piece of ground will help young readers understand more about one of the worst conflicts afflicting our world today written by elizabeth laird one of great britain s best known young adult authors a little piece of ground explores the human cost of the occupation of palestinian lands through the eyes of a young boy twelve year old karim aboudi and his family are trapped in their ramallah home by a strict curfew in response to a palestinian suicide bombing the israeli military subjects the west bank town to a virtual siege meanwhile karim trapped at home with his teenage brother and fearful parents longs to play football with his friends when the curfew ends he and his friend discover an unused patch of ground that s the perfect site for a football pitch nearby an old car hidden intact under bulldozed building makes a brilliant den but in this city there s constant danger even for schoolboys and when israeli soldiers find karim outside during the next curfew it seems impossible that he will survive this powerful book fills a substantial gap in existing young adult literature on the middle east with 23 000 copies already sold in the united kingdom and canada this book is sure to find a wide audience among young adult readers in the united states
A Little Piece of Ground 2006-05-01

an exquisite art book of gentle and elegant found poetry

A Little White Shadow 2020-07-17

reproduction of the original a little girl in old boston by amanda m douglas

A Little Girl in Old Boston 2013-03-01

ian peewee wilson has been singing bass doo wop with iconic vocal group the delltones since the 1950s and the first wave of australian pop in this breezy and brilliant memoir peewee recalls the highs and inimitable lows of life fronting australia's longest performing vocal group beyond the stage door he reveals the secret to his longevity a larrikin spirit honed in his beach bumming youth and a wide eyed curiosity that led him to dabble in hallucinogenic substances and chase playboy bunnies not at the same time it's all part of peewee's never ending search for the underlying meaning of it all come a little bit closer to the beanpole of bop

Come a Little Bit Closer 2016-09-13

simon sinek sparked a movement with his bestsellers start with why and leaders eat last now this beautifully illustrated book will inspire more readers to ask for help help others and discover their own courage through a charming story about change life is a series of choices do we go left or right jump forward or hold back sometimes our choices work out for the better and sometimes they don't but there is one choice regardless of every other decision that profoundly affects how we feel about our journey do we go alone or do we go together it is the courageous few who ask for help it is the giving few willing to help others we can all find the courage we need and know the joy of service the minute we learn that together is better filled with inspiring quotes this richly illustrated fable tells a delightful story of three kids who go on a journey to a new playground and take a stand for what they believe the story is a metaphor for anyone looking to make a change or wondering how to pursue their dreams and the message is simple relationships real human relationships really matter the stronger our relationships the stronger the bonds of trust and cooperation the more we can accomplish and the more joy and fulfillment we get from our work and personal lives the three heroes are archetypes who represent us all at various points in our lives their main challenge is the same one we face every day how can we find the things we're looking for according to sinek if we each do our part to help advance a shared vision we can build the world we imagine in addition to the story itself sinek shares such profound lessons as a team is not a group of people that work together a team is a group of people that trust each other fight against something and we focus on the thing we hate fight for something and we focus on the thing we love working hard for something we don't care about is called stress working hard for something we love is called passion a star wants to see himself rise to the top a leader wants to see those around him become stars together is better was designed to be given as a gift to someone you want to inspire or to say thank you to someone who inspires you it's completely different from sinek's previous work it may look like a children's book but it's definitely for adults this book includes a special page featuring the scent of optimism
Together Is Better 2020-12-08

the expanded story of orphan sara crewe and her stay at miss minchin s seminary for young ladies where she s subjected to neglect and unnecessary cruelty despite the circumstances sara s imagination becomes a source escapism and much needed comfort sara crewe is the daughter of a wealthy military captain who serves in india while stationed abroad he enrolls his daughter in miss minchin s seminary for young ladies he plans for her to receive a superior education in an affluent environment yet when tragedy strikes sara loses her father and his fortune she s stripped of her luxuries and forced into a life of servitude she is constantly ridiculed by miss minchin but maintains her dignity and positive spirit sara passes the time by making up magical stories easing the pain of her daily struggles for more than a century a little princess has captivated the imaginations of children all over the world it centers a young protagonist whose perseverance is only matched by her kindness this remarkable story has been adapted multiple times including the 1939 film starring shirley temple as sara with an eye catching new cover and professionally typeset manuscript this edition of a little princess is both modern and readable

A Little Princess 2014-07-31

contentment is a super power if you can learn the skills of contentment your life will be better in so many ways you ll enjoy your life more your relationship will be stronger you ll be better at meeting people you ll be healthier and good at forming healthy habits you ll like and trust yourself more you ll be jealous less you ll be less angry and more at peace you ll be happier with your body you ll be happier no matter what you re doing or who you re with those are a lot of benefits from one small bundle of skills putting some time in learning the skills of contentment is worth the effect and will pay off for the rest of your life

The Little Book of Contentment 2019-01-01

a short and entertaining introduction to thermodynamics that uses real world examples to explain accessibly an important but subtle scientific theory a romantic description of the second law of thermodynamics is that the universe becomes increasingly disordered but what does that actually mean starting with an overview of the three laws of thermodynamics macarthur genius grant winner r stephen berry explains in this short book the fundamentals of a fundamental science readers learn both the history of thermodynamics which began with attempts to solve everyday engineering problems and ongoing controversy and unsolved puzzles the exposition suitable for both students and armchair physicists requires no previous knowledge of the subject and only the simplest mathematics taught as needed with this better understanding of one science readers also gain an appreciation of the role in science the provisional nature of scientific theory and the ways scientific exploration can uncover fundamental truths thus from a science of everyday experience we learn about the nature of the universe

Three Laws of Nature 2021-05-15

christina thé returns with another humorous read after her success in diary of a former covidiot christina s family has a rich tradition in singing and as a young girl she was inspired to take up lessons and to be a professional singer today she is an acclaimed soprano and has performed at carnegie hall in new york as well as other renowned performance venues with an astute sense of observation christina has been tickled by the many incidents that did not go according to plan that have happened to her family friends and even people from different walks of life that she meets she
has penned some of her observations sharing anecdotes of amusing and humorous mishaps and their resulting comic situations this is an entertaining work written with wit and humour

**Misadventures of a Little Soprano 2015-06-07**

this book treats of the life of the christian its five chapters are arranged as to admit of being classed under two principal heads first it must be held to be an universally acknowledged point that no man is a christian who does not feel some special love for righteousness chap i second in regard to the standard by which every man ought to regulate his life although it seems to be considered in chap ii only yet the three following chapters also refer to it for it shows that the christian has two duties to perform first the observance being so arduous he needs the greatest patience hence chap iii treats professedly of the utility of the cross and chap iv invites to meditation on the future life lastly chap v clearly shows as in no small degree conducive to this end how we are to use this life and its comforts without abusing them

**On the Christian Life 2021-10-17**

reproduction of the original a little girls in old washington by amanda m douglas

**A Little Book about Grit 2020-07-25**

describes the author’s two month stay on isla angel de la guarda in the gulf of california baja mexico

**A Little Girls in Old Washington 1851**

reproduction of the original a little girl in old st louis by amanda m douglas

**A Little Book of Songs and Ballads 2008-04**

a read with jenna bonus selection an immersive illuminating booklist and life affirming novel following the residents of an idyllic connecticut town over the course of a year a little hope explores the intertwining lives of a dozen neighbors as they confront everyday desires and fears a lost love a stalled career an illness and a betrayal freddie and greg tyler seem to have it all a comfortable home a beautiful young daughter a bond that feels unbreakable but when greg is diagnosed with a rare and aggressive form of cancer the sense of certainty they once knew evaporates throughout their town friends and neighbors face the most difficult of life’s challenges and are figuring out how to survive thanks to love grace and hope a quietly powerful portrait of small town life told with wisdom and tenderness mary beth keane author of ask again yes a little hope is a deeply resonant debut that immerses the reader in a community and celebrates the importance of small moments of connection
an acute and deeply insightful book of essays exploring poetic form and the role of instinct and imagination within form from former poet laureate pulitzer prize and national book award winning author robert hass. robert hass, former poet laureate, winner of the national book award and recipient of the pulitzer prize, illuminates the formal impulses that underlie great poetry in this sophisticated, graceful, and accessible volume of essays drawn from a series of lectures he delivered at the renowned Iowa Writers Workshop. A little book on form brilliantly synthesizes hass's formidable gifts as both a poet and a critic and reflects his profound education in the art of poetry starting with the exploration of a single line as the basic gesture of a poem and moving into an examination of the essential expressive gestures that exist inside forms. hass goes beyond approaching form as a set of traditional rules that precede composition and instead offers penetrating insight into the true openness and instinctiveness of formal creation. a little book on form is a rousing reexamination of our longest lasting mode of literature from one of our greatest living poets.

A Little Girl in Old St. Louis 2021-11-16

a collection of alliterations for each letter of the alphabet plus ch sh and th

A Little Hope 2017-04-04

miniature book about a group of animal friends who live together in their cozy home

A Little Book on Form 2011-01-09

afternoon tea is an English ritual - a social as well as culinary affair. a little book of English teas presents an exquisite array of afternoon tea fare from dainty sandwiches and biscuits to heartier muffins and cakes. traditional English recipes are given for such delights as egg and watercress sandwiches, lancashire cheese scones, florentines, maids of honor, crumpets, and many other favorites. each recipe is accompanied by a delightful full color illustration.

A Little Book of Alliterations 1980

The Very Best Home for Me! 1995-07

A Little Book of English Teas